BELGIAN POLICE FIRE ON MAFIA
Of Fer. Political Prisoners

A large force of police...
Express Yourself
A great deal of interest is being shown in the proposed
building of a new Fulton public library. Public opinion has
been so enthusiastic that a number of citizens have alrea-
dy subscribed to the fund in order to meet the expenses
connected with the construction of the new building.

Reds Intend To Stay
At Foreign Ministry hearing.

Mayor. Peter J. Coltas, announced on Monday that
an American representative of the Red Cross will be
sent to South Fulton citizens that
the city may provide proper care for
the sick and wounded.

It is important that those who are
interested in this matter be informed
of the decision made in connection
with the construction of the new public
library. A number of citizens have already
subscribed to the fund in order to meet the
expenses connected with the new building.

The Proof Of The Pudding
It's a common saying, 'the proof of the pudding is
in the eating.' The same is true of the Grain Belt.
A new plant is planned to be built in South Fulton,
designed to meet the needs of several editions of the
paper. It is to be located on the site of the old plant,
from which it is hoped will improve the efficiency and
increase the circulation of the paper.

The Portal Is Closing
The old Grain Belt press is to be replaced by a new
one in the near future. This will be a big change for
the paper and will improve its production.

With The Fourth Estate
The year 1941 is a significant one in the history of
the Fourth Estate. It marks the beginning of a new
era in the world of journalism. The press will play an
important role in shaping public opinion.
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Sports Roundup

By Hugh Fullerton, Jr.

New York, Feb 26. -- The

New York Yankees, who will

open their 1947 season against

the Boston Red Sox on Wednes-

day, offer Boston manager Bill

Duffy a new challenge in the

shape of two 22-year-old lefthanders.

The left-handed pitching of Wiley

Brown, a New York righty, and Barry

Johnston, a New York lefty, will be

opposed by the Red Sox' left-handed

pitching, led by Dixie Walker, who

is expected to appear in the opener.

The Sports Mirror

By The Associated Press

A New York jury last year

pronounced that Charles E. Walker

was entitled to $1,500 in damges

April 5, from the St. Louis

Cardinals for violation of his

contract.

The Cardinals had offered

Walker a $1,500 contract as a

pitcher when he was 21 but

rejected it when he offered to

pitch as a righthander. On

April 30, 1945, he was cut

by the St. Louis Cardinals

and was picked by the New

York Giants.

Ten years ago, "Roomie Red"

Brough, 21-year-old Texas

Christian pitcher, signed a three

year contract with the St. Louis

Cardinals. A pitcher of super-

first-class ability, Brough has

exhibited his splendid

strawberry blond hair and

blue-grey eyes.

Basketball Scores

By The Associated Press

Kentucky defeated Louisiana State

75-59 in the SEC tournament

Saturday night.

The Wildcats took three

quarters, leading 47-27 at

the half and 61-45 at the end of

the third.

The Kentucky backcourt of

Wesley Barlow, center, and

Bill Snider, guard, was

outstanding in the victory.

The LSU Indians were led by

their all-SEC star, guard

Tony Miller.

Tigers Take Two Victories

From Fulton Hi First Team Wins 75-59, 1st Team Is About 46-22

The Wildcats, powered by

Carver Hopf, were a great number

in their victory over the

St. Louis Billikens Saturday

night.

The Tigers, led by Carver

Hopf, were a great number

in their victory over the

St. Louis Billikens Saturday

night.

Angels Lose To Hornbeak

Ace Balfour 22 To 9 In First-Round Game Of Second Division Tournament

Hornbeak's boys held off the

Angels' basetball team 22-9 in

the first-round game of the

Second Division Tournament

Saturday night. The Hornbeak

boys took the lead quickly

and never let up.

The Angels' team was led by

Billy Joe White, who scored

the Angels' only run.

NIB Tourney Shaping Up

West Virginia, Kentucky Are Heavy Favorites Now

New York, Feb 26. — With

the basketball season almost

over, West Virginia and

Kentucky are now the

heavy favorites in the NIB

Tournament.

The two teams are

expected to meet in the

semi-finals.

Junior College Finals Tonight

Auburn, K. Y., Feb 26—Juniors

and seniors will meet tonight

in the semi-finals of the

Junior College Finals.

Junior College

The Junior College

Tournament will be held in

Auburn, Ky., on March 1.

The semi-finals of the

Junior College Tournament

will be held on March 1.

Female Help Wanted

Experienced or Inexperienced

MACHINE OPERATORS

Apply at the Office of

Henry L. Siegel Co.

Fourth Street

Fulton, Ky.
So She Flew A Plane—Even If It Was Her First Time Up

Wall Street Report

New York—Broad Street market cultures a further decline Tuesday, with material losses in the stock market, as the trade began to lose interest in the October 8th closing of the exchanges.

HOSPITAL NEWS

PACIENTS ADMITTED

Mrs. W. W. Brown, Florence; Mrs. E. M. Mitchell, Florence; Mrs. R. E. Lee, Florence; Mrs. J. D. Johnson, Florence; Mrs. B. E. Jones, Florence; Mrs. H. L. Johnson, Florence;

PACIENTS ADMITTED

Mrs. W. W. Brown, Florence; Mrs. E. M. Mitchell, Florence; Mrs. R. E. Lee, Florence; Mrs. J. D. Johnson, Florence; Mrs. B. E. Jones, Florence; Mrs. H. L. Johnson, Florence;

So she was introduced to an operator, who told her he had a plane. "15 miles south, 15 miles east, 15 miles west," the operator said. "That's how you get there.""I don't see why he couldn't do it, either," Mrs. Brown said. "But he said he couldn't fly a plane." She actually piloted the plane, two inches below the horizon for a single moment.

FULGHAM NEWS

With cold winds blowing and snow falling, the streets were empty of people.

Notice to Voters, Taxpayers, and Especially Business Men:

This is what we want in South Fulton: We want a Constitution of Government, cabinets of a Mayor, a Street Commissioner and a Fireman. We are in need of a modern government. We want the people of South Fulton to elect the positions by popular vote—women who will be eligible for the same vote as men. And, in the current election, we hope to elect a Mayor who will be eligible for the same vote as men. We want the people of South Fulton to elect the positions by popular vote—women who will be eligible for the same vote as men. And, in the current election, we hope to elect a Mayor who will be eligible for the same vote as men. We want the people of South Fulton to elect the positions by popular vote—women who will be eligible for the same vote as men. And, in the current election, we hope to elect a Mayor who will be eligible for the same vote as men. We want the people of South Fulton to elect the positions by popular vote—women who will be eligible for the same vote as men. And, in the current election, we hope to elect a Mayor who will be eligible for the same vote as men.